15 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
IN EDITION AND MARKETING

rights olders

Since 2003, Claire Faÿ has been working as a graphic designer
and Artistic Director for renowned publishing houses: Flammarion, Casterman, Paris Musées, De La Martinière.
In 2006, Claire Faÿ launched the «Doodle notebook for adults»
who get bored at work and one year after the «Doodle notebook
for adults who dream about changing everything». Best sellers
in France and abroad - with more than 1 million copies sold,
they’ve been translated in 15 languages. They initiated the
adult coloring books phenomenon, best sellers in French
edition since then.
In 2015, Edition Animées innovated again with the Animated
Coloring Book, a connected book that sublimates paper creation with digital technology and social media. Over the past 15
years, major artists, museums, brands, businesses, as well as
international events and well know characters licensing
companies have placed their trust in us for designing innovative
communication projects.
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WHO ARE WE?
Claire FAŸ

Margot BECK-PINAULT

Artist, Founder and Executive of Les Editions Animées
Claire Faÿ is an artist. She created the bestselling Cahiers
de Gibrouillages pour adultes (Doodle Notebooks for Adults).
Over one million copies have been sold in France and abroad.
Claire is looking for new ways of communicating with
images, working on innovative concepts that transform
books and other paper creations. With the Cahier de Dessin
Animé (Animated Coloring Book), she skillfully combines
printed and digital formats, breathing a new life into books

Margot Beck has a strong experience in cultural and artistic
management. Her expertise covers filmmaking, plastic arts,
music, publishing and trans-media projects.
She headed international production lines in digital publishing
before joining Editions Animées in Paris.

while embracing the latest tools for digital art.

Hadrien SIROT

Adrien CHEY

Animator 3D

Developer

Hadrien Sirot is a CG artist. He worked during three years in
the Set and Props Modeling department at the Illumination
Mac Guff Studio, notably on the famous movie Les Minions.

Adrien is a computer scientist specialized in cognitive
sciences, with a strong experience in image recognition. He
created the app Flash Invaders with the street artist Invader
and designed the app BlinkBook.

1. I color

HOW DOES IT WORK ?

2. I take a picture

5 ‘‘plus’’
- Take a selfie and feature in your own cartoon
- Record your voice and respond to the characters in your movie
- See you name in the credits as a director of the movie
- Watch your cartoon in another language
- Share this movie on social media just by one click in the app
Trailer : http://bit.ly/2yaVxVH

3. Magic ! It comes to life

EDITORIAL PRODUCTION
- 200 000 copies in France and Francophone bookstores
(Belgium, Switzerland and Quebec)
- 600 000 copies wolrdwide (UK, US, Germany, Australia,
China et Korea)

BRANDING

2,5 millions books printed

7 000 books,
5 workshops in the auditorium,
80 000 generated movies

4 000 books printed
2 000 000 cards sent,
1 5000 visitors during the launching event 1 200 000 generated movies
at the Louis Vuitton Foundation

2 books,
160 000 copies
200 000 generated movies

2 books,
160 000 copies,
200 000 generated movies

Exclusive in Canada, online printings
10 000 generated movies

30 000 cards,
Corners at Roissy & Orly Airports
30 000 generated movies

70 000 cards and 30 000 books
50 000 generated movies

CHRISTMAS PROJECT - LA POSTE & HAVAS
THE CHALLENGE
- Entertain the children in waiting places
- Communicate about the Olympics and show
the support of Paris Aéroport (Groupe ADP)
to Paris 2024

OUR ANSWER
- 4 poetic cartoons about sport, running, fencing,
kayaking and gymnastics in Paris
- 6 corners in Paris airports, with free postcards
handed to children, and the possibility
to download other cards online to complete
the story.

OUTCOMES
- 30,000 cards printed
- 30,000 movies generated during mass departures
for holidays

HIGHWAY SERVICE AREAS - VINCI AUTOROUTES
THE CHALLENGE
To humanize motorways, to spread the security rules,
and to encourage drivers to stop at service areas

OUR ANSWER
- One magic word to be heard on Radio Vinci Autoroute
to get a free booklet
- 2 different booklets offered on highway service areas
during winter and summer holidays

OUTCOMES
- 2 booklets, 160 000 copies
- 200 000 animations generated

PARIS 2024
THE CHALLENGE
- Entertain the children in waiting places
- Communicate about the Olympics and show
the support of Paris Aéroport (Groupe ADP) to
Paris 2024

OUR ANSWER
- 4 poetic cartoons about sport, running, fencing,
kayaking and gymnastics in Paris
- 6 corners in Paris airports, with free postcards
handed to children, and the possibility
to download other cards online to complete
the story.

OUTCOMES
- 30,000 cards printed
- 30,000 movies generated during mass
departures for holidays

THE FONDATION LOUIS VUITTON
THE CHALLENGE
- Present the inspirations of the architect
Frank Gehry
- Propose a family project in the museum

OUR ANSWER
- 2 books (French and English version)
- 5 workshops in the auditorium with
giant posters to be colored by the children
and thier parents
- participative cartoons created
by several families

OUTCOMES
- 7,000 copies sold exclusively
in the bookstore of the fondation
- 70,000 movies generated
Trailer : http://bit.ly/2laecr8

PICASSO
SPECIAL EDITION
- a co-publishing initiative with the Pompidou Centre
- 23 000 copies in France, Germany and England
Creation is a mode of expression. For Picasso, « the freedom
to paint is the freedom to release something of oneself ».
His works are full of life. He creates a spontaneous form,
the one he feels. By staying close to his inner world,
he stands out from the realistic representation of the world.
In this cartoon book, children will color Picasso’s works sofly
or energetically to express different emotions: joy, anger,
harmony, surprise, sadness or appeasement. They can take
a selfie to become a character of the movie and meet Picasso
in his studio.
Trailer : http://bit.ly/2M5eCvs

CONTACTS
Claire FAŸ
Founder and Executive

claire@editions-animees.com

Margot Beck-Pinault
Business manager

margot@editions-animees.com

